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■ montana

Van deWetering proposes
‘university’ in EMC name

k a im in
University o f Montana • Student Newspaper

Montana University System Coun
• greater prestige.
cil of Presidents here that he
• an opportunity to get better
would like a quick decision on faculty salaries from the Legisla
BOZEMAN — The president of whether EMC's name will be ture.
Eastern Montana College told the changed to include the word "uni
"There's a level of real quality at
versity."
EMC that is not being acknowl
EMC President John Van deWe edged,” he said, adding that the
tering said his institution Is suffer Billings community "does not feel
ing from a “morale" and "image" it Is getting its full share of support
problem, and is having difficulty for higher education.”
getting money for adequate fa
The new university would not
culty salaries from the Montana compete with other units in the
Legislature.
reliance on U. S. Weather Service
Commissioner of Higher Educa system, he said.
"We're talking about an institu
predictions to determine when the tion Lawrence Pettit said EMC
Missoula valley would be subject should be designated as a univer tion that would complement the
university system, not hurt it," he
to an inversion.
sity, but not now, according to the
said, adding that EMC is an urban
He said that the service's weath Associated Press.
er forecast is compiled in Great
The curriculum committee of the institution where “55 percent of the
Falls and has “proven to Ije unreli Board of Regents, meeting here students come from Yellowstone
able" In predicting Missoula inver today, will consider EMC's propos County and a large portion are
sions.
al. However, action is not expected part-time."
These students "are not going to
However, Lloyd Heavner, Me immediately.
go somewhere else," he said.
Van deWetering said he was
teorologist In Charge at the U.S.
Pettit then cut off discussion of
Weather Service's Missoula office, willing to withdraw his motion that
said, ‘Tm sure Champion must the college be called University of the name change, saying the
matter would be dealt with in
have taken the statement off the Montana at Billings.
“Frankly, there would be a lot of committee today.
top of their head."
In an interview after the meeting,
Heavner said the service is able people in Billings who would be
to accurately predict movements troubled by that designation," he Hill said Van deWetering’s descrip
of air mass that cause inversions. said, adding that Eastern Montana tion sounds "exactly like a com
He said the Missoula office lacks University would be a possible munity college. I would certainly
be in favor of that."
equipment to measure the depth of name.
"It seems unfathomable to me
William Tletz, president of Mon
inversions.
Heineri said that proposed tana State University, asked Van that Montana could support three
emergency levels recommended deWetering why he wanted the universities.” he said, and called
Van deWetering’s proposal “inde
by the Missoula City-County name change.
Van deWetering said the change fensible.”
Health Department's Emergency
UM President Richard Bowers
Plan Committee, vary "substantial would provide:
• better opportunities for stu said he would not comment on the
ly" from those proposed by the
EPA. He said the proposed levels dents to get employment after proposal until the regents' meeting
today.
graduation.
"may or may not be justifiable."
By PATRICK SHEEHY
Montana Kalmln Raporlar
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Tests show mill emissions low,
officials tell air pollution board
By ALAN JOHNSON
Montana Kalmln Reporter

Representatives from the U. S.
Plywood mill at Bonner and the
Hoerner Waldorf plant near
Frenchtown said Tuesday that
samples of Total Suspended Par
ticulate (TSP) taken by the Mis
soula City-County Health Depart
ment at the county courthouse,
indicate that the mills have little
effect on the amount of particulate
in the air.
The two spokesmen—Larry
Weeks, technical director of the
Hoerner Waldorf Business Unit,
and Ralph Heinert, central services
engineer at the Bonner mill p la n tread prepared statements at an air
quality hearing of the City-County
Air Pollution Board.
They said courthouse samples
show no significant drop in partic
ulate matter when one or the other
of the mills are shut down.
Both companies are subsidiaries
of Champion International.
The statement read by Weeks
said less than one percent of the
variation recorded at the court
house could be explained by the
difference in Hoerner Waldorf em
issions.
However, Jim Carlson, air pollu
tion control specialist for Missoula
County, said Hoerner Waldorfs
readings don't support the com
pany's contention that it has rela
tively little effect on the valley's air.
He said other readings show the
company's Frenchtown mill may
have a significant effect on air
sulfate content in the Missoula
valley.

Carlson said TSP readings taken
at two sites closer to the mill,
Johnson-Bell Field and French
town have a significantly greater
sulfate percentage.
He also said that, while shut
down periods at the mill did not
significantly affect the TSP read
ings at the courthouse in down
town Missoula (more than 10 miles
from the mill) sulfate percentages
showed a measurable drop during
the shut-downs—especially at the
Johnson-Bell and Frenchtown
sites.
Carlson said EPA regulations
state that sulfate content in the air
may not exceed 4 micrograms per
cubic meter and may not exceed
12 micrograms more than about 3
days a year.
Missoula's sulfate reading was
6.3 micrograms per cubic meter
and the city exceeded 12 micro
grams per cubic meter 18 days in
1976, Carlson said.
Ron Erickson, professor of
chemistry at the University of
Montana, said Wednesday that
TSP readings do not necessarily
reflect true health hazards in the
air.
Erickson said that it is important
to consider both the chemical
nature of the particulate and the
particulate's size.
He said that the size of the
particles is ''crucial” because the
most dangerous particles are
those small enough to pass
through the body's natural de
fenses into the lungs.
Heinert. reading the Champion
International statement, questi
oned the committee's proposed

Habbe says review
is ‘number-driven’
Academic Vice President
Donald Habbe told the program
review committee last night there
is no point in trying to avoid
references to being "numberdriven" in its rationales for faculty
cuts.
“The academic budget of the
university is being numberdriven," Habbe said. "That's a
fact."
“I just don't think you can escape
the fact that there are financial
constrictions and that it's on the
basis of them that we're con
templating trimming positions."
Habbe made his remarks during
a discussion of the rationale for
cutting five faculty from the
English department.
Read the results
Included on the inside
pages of today's paper are
summaries of the reports
issued by the 12 vertical task
forces of the Academic
Program Review and
Planning Committee. Thirtyseven program s were
evaluated by the task forces.
Turn to page five.

Several committee members
expressed their concern that, if the
legislature's 19:1 student-faculty
ratio guideline is mentioned in
some o f th e ra tio n a le s ,
recommended faculty cuts would
be attributed to “the numbers
game" rather than legitimate
academic reasons.
Larry Akey, graduate student in
forestry and economics, said,
“Everyone seems to have their
cross to bear tonight. Mine is the
reference to the ratio.”
The question of how much
weight to give the student-faculty
ratio in the rationales came up
several times last night, as sub
committees presented them for the
third round of discussion and
refinement this week.
Most of last night's meeting was
spent refining the language of the
rationales to make them more
concise, complete and defensible
during the appeals process. The
committee worked its way through
about a third of the rationales last
night.
The committee is meeting at 2
p.m. tomorrow and has meetings
scheduled through the weekend in
a crash effort to meet the Nov. 1
deadline.

L eg islative c o m m itte e m a y h e a r
s tu d e n ts ’ case a g a in s t U M cuts
By PAUL DRISCOLL
Montana Kalmln Raportar

The Students for Justice organi
zation may be able to present its
case against proposed faculty cuts
at the University of Montana dur
ing the next Interim Legislative
Finance Committee meeting, the
chairman of that board said yester
day.
Sen. William Mathers, R-Miles
City, said if the Students for
Justice go through proper
channels, they might be able to get
on the agenda for the Nov. 18 and
19 meetings of the finance
committee in Helena.
Tom Jacobsen, senior in
philosophy and a spokesman for
Students fo r J u stice said
yesterday that his group intends to
pursue that option.
2,000 Signatures
As of last night, Students for
Justice had collected more than
2,000 signatures on a petition
requesting the administration to
apply to the interim committee for
an over extension of UM’s budget,
Jacobsen said.
However, the "proper channels"
needed to get on the agenda
require a considerable amount of
red tape.
Mathers said a direct petition to
the interim committee would be
useless. A proposal for interim
funds must first be reviewed by'
Legislative Fiscal Analyst John
LaFaver and okayed by Gov.
Thomas Judge before the
committee can act on it, he said.
The interim committee is made
up of 12 legislators—equally
divided between both houses and
between both party affiliations. Its
main purpose is to “just oversee

the money we appropriated during
the Legislature," Mathers said.
Mathers said Students for
Justice would have a better
chance of getting on the interim
committee’s agenda if they have
ASUM President Greg Henderson
make the request. But Jacobsen
said Students for Justice are
co m p le te ly independent of
student government and want to
stay that way.
Jacobsen said the group's
organization has already started to

pay off. A splinter group loosely
affiliated with Students for Justice
has already been started on the
M ontana State U n iv e rs ity
campus and w ill present a case
before the Board of Regents in
Bozeman today.
That organization is led by
Randy MacIntyre, a senior in
p o litic a l science at MSU,
Jacobsen said.
Henderson is also expected to
make a presentation today
concerning the ramifications of
program review at UM.

THESE STUDENTS from Swann's Beckwith Montessori School and
their soft-headed buddy are preparing for Halloween. When witches get
on their broomsticks and children get frightened, college students and
pumpkins get lit. (Stall photo by Mike Sanderson.)

---------------------------------- opinion

UM is worth fighting for
Why It the University of Montana
worth fighting for? And how can we
fight for It?
A turning point has been reached.
The program review committee appar
ently will not recommend enough cuts
to cripple this school. If major pro
grams are going to be cut, President
Richard Bowers will have to do it
himself. At peril of lawsuits and drastic
faculty action, such as resignations
and walkouts.
Nobody was fighting for UM at the
last session of the Legislature. This
was a tragic mistake; the legislators
were already angry with this school
because it had defied them in 1975, by
hiring more faculty and keeping salar
ies low. A major blitz of the Legislature
should have occurred this year. Be
cause it didn’t, this school is going to
have to take its case to the people of the
state. Or suffer a slow demise.
Eastern Montana College wants to
be a university. And Montana State,
under an almost non-existent adminis
tration for a few years, duplicated UM
programs unnoticed. The state's press
ignores our current situation. Our own
city newspaper has not made any
attempt to cover what’s happening
here. (If a local mill was contemplating
layoffs, it would be front page news.)
Despite Commissioner Lawrence'
Pettit’s self-congratulatory claims, the

Montana University System is horribly
mismanaged. How can the Board of
Regents expect this university to make
major cutbacks in programs without a
thorough program review? And how
can the regents or the state expect
major cuts without a complete review
of the whole university system? If
there’s fat at UM, undoubtably there’s
fat at MSU and the rest of the state
schools.
And what of quality? Was the Legis
lature saying “kill the liberal arts"?
Hardly. Like much of the rest of the
nation, Montanans want to see what
they are getting for their education
dollars. The Blue Ribbon Study.Commission, which in 1974 reviewed the
entire system, indicated the state could
benefit by reducing the number of state
schools and improving the quality of
the rest.
UM administrators should have seen
the writing on the wall. If the little guys
can fight back (as Western Montana
College did), surely the big guys can.
MSU fought; Bozeman’s legislators
acted as a solid body at the last
session. Missoula and UM sat smugly,
thinking having quality programs
would speak for itself.
Sure, enrollment is down. But it has
gone down in much greateramounts in
the past, and the university wasn’t put
in this position.

But if this school is cut in the manner
the budget says it must be, there won't
be much of a school left. People have
sacrificed pay increases, and in some
cases careers, to make this school as
good as it is. It is worth fighting for.
We must request that the regents
approach the Interim Legislative Fi
nance Committee and present our
point of view. The only way this will
happen is by putting pressure on the
regents and the legislators.
■lULi-ir ir .
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Editor: As Fall Quarter is well underway,
college football again takes its place as the
king of spectator sports. It comes to mind
that our respective institutions of "higher
education" will once again meet on the
gridiron in the 77th encounter of that
classic confrontation known to all as the
“Cat-Grizzly game."
In anticipation of that fateful Saturday
afternoon in October, chants of “poor
Grizzlies” are already echoing throughout
the halls of the Montana State University
campus. As a Bobcat victory is almost
assured, the students of MSU are clammering for more than mere victory; they
demand total humiliation! That is why I, as
ASMSU President, am proposing a small
wager on the outcome of this annual clash.
My challenge is that the victorious
student body president, shall, upon the
outcome of this confrdntation, acquire
custody of the trousers of the vanquished
student body president. The loser of this
wager shall relinquish his pants on the 50yard line immediately after the final gun
sounds.
Though it would be truly foolish on your
part to accept, knowing total humiliation is
inevitable, a prompt answer to ' my
challenge would be appreciated. It is hoped
that this letter finds you with sufficient time
to acquire suitable attire for our brief
encounter on Saturday.
Taylor Brown
ASMSU president

Cultural Ethics
Editor: When construction began on the
Panama Canal in 1904, North American
laborers were paid in gold, and the
natives: poor Hispanic Panamanians,
ex-African slaves, the Cholo and San
Bias Indians and any mezclados in
between, were paid in silver. Gold,
obviously, bought more goods in ex
change.
American workers were the better
workers so they drew the premium wage.
They were better because they had
acquired skills during America's indus-

trial revolution and they stuck to the
Protestant ethic of busting-a-gut to get
the job done.
Panamanians also worked hard, but in
accordance with their cultural ethics,
they did so only long enough to save a
little silver, buy powder and lead for their
muskets, and perhaps purchase a hand
ful of sewing needles for the mujercita
(wife).
Lower-class life was simple, and
digging a hole in the jungle with a bunch
of crazy gringos who wanted to fill it with
water from two oceans was tolerated
only long enough to get the subsistence
wage to survive another year.
The work habits of the Panamanians
prompted the invention of the slang
word “spig," meaning a native, lazy
worker. Spig was derived from the
broken-English term, “ no spiggoty In
gles," uttered by the Panamanians, and
evolved to its present form of spic after
extensive use by the gringos.

Ted James, chairman
2210 Beech Drive
Great Falls, 59401

Mary Pace, vice chairman
1005 W. Durston Rd.
Bozeman, 59715

Lola Hansen
820 9th Ave. S.W.
Sidney, 59270

several times. In fact the times I did get in
touch with him it was because I happened
to see him driving around town and I
flagged him down.
On Sept. 28 when I finally received the
key, the apartment was still the original
mess it always was. In the meantime my
brother had no home and was getting quite
impatient with this man.
We finally decided it had gone far
enough, and asked for help at the Student
Action Center (SAC). They immediately
recognized this man's name and advised us
to get out completely, as they had had
several complaints about him. They also
found my brother another apartment, the
same day, which is more suitable than the
former apartment.
We did get our money refunded and
thanks to SAC this situation was handled
quickly and efficiently. Thanks SAC!
Kim McCann
senior, communication sciences and dis
orders

Concert Costs

Editor. I recently had an unpleasant ex
perience that I would like to share, because
I believe it is a rather common one. I was
looking for an apartment for my brother.
After many depressing days of looking at
dumps that rented for outrageous prices, I
met a landlord who sounded very promis
ing.
After checking with him daily for a couple
of weeks, he came up with an apartment of
good location where my brother could have
his dog. The apartment was a total disaster,
but he assured me that it would be cleaned,
the carpets shampooed, the walls painted,
the leaky faucet replaced, the broken
window replaced and the key delivered by
Aug. 20.
I went ahead and wrote a check to him for
$275. This amount covered the deposit and
the first month's rent. From Aug. 20-Sept.
28 I was on this landlord's case to get the
key and to get the work done on the
apartment. He avoided me and lied to me

- - -
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Write to the people who are supposed to be managing the Montana
University System: the Board of Regents.

Victor Rodriguez
senior, journalism

Unpleasant Experience

Barbara Miller

Write the regents

— letters—
Henderson Challenged

Write to your parents, your friends in
the state. Tell them that it isn't fair to
make a mockery of the university
system because of poor planning and
administrative errors. Ask them to write
to the regents, their legislators, their
business pals. Tell them they can, by
their actions, chart a sane course for
higher education as a whole in this
state.

Editor In response to Barry Noreen’s Oct.
25 editorial, the financing of his doubtlessly
enjoyable, possibly money losing, concerts
could be arranged by assigning his future
journalistic and financial logic earnings to
the concert of his choice. This gives us two
options:
• staging a $30,000 concert financed by
my estimation of his future earnings ($15 a
year for 1,000 years equals $30,000).
• having me sing my $10 falsetto version
of "Oh What A Dope You Are."
Gerry Bulger
senior, finance

Applaud PC
Editor: Recently I have been hearing
negative comments on Program Council's
choice of entertainment. The complaints
vary from the lack of programs to having
too many unappealing concerts for the
individual’s taste.
I. personally, would like to applaud PC for

Lewy Evans Jr.
1224 Poly Drive
Billings, 59102
Sid Thomas
130 W. Kent #11
Missoula, 59801
Jeff Morrison
1830 Winne
Helena, 59601
John Peterson
1244 Steel
Butte, 59701

varying its entertainment choice. It tries to
appeal to everyone's taste at least some of
the time. Not everyone enjoys hard rock,
not everyone likes Steve Martin or Bob
Hope, but PC has found the resources to
provide both.
Let’s give PC a break. It is trying to please
the entire student body, all of whose
members have differing tastes and per
sonalities.
Schell Hurlbert
senior, communication sciences and dis
orders

Editorial Sadist
Editor: Your statements on Bing Crosby are
those of a sadist. Big deal if his movie is not
going to be made and no more orange juice
commercials. The fact is his death was a
great loss to the movie industry and to
mankind.
"Who will pray for Anita” is one of the
more crass statements ever printed and left
unfinished. Christians will pray for Anita.
And the number of prayers she will receive
will be more than the proclaimed gay will
get. This gay tried to justify his rights as a
gay by doing a childish prank. Instead of
putting a pie in her face he should of at least
tried to take a more serious stand for his
rights. And Bryant has only got herself into
a large controversy and is wide open for
criticism.
It seems very noticable that you are trying
to be an ultra-liberal. But, your tact is
lacking. While you are trying to justify your
editorials, you’ve done nothing but mock
and literally abuse people. You are unjusti
fying your position as editor by not being
objective in your editorials. I don’t know if
you’ve an ego for criticizing people but it
appears that way. Show me wrong.
Steve Morgan
junior, math/education
Published every Tuesday. Wednesday. Thursday and Friday o>
the School year by the Associated Students of the University of
Montana. The School of Journalism uses the Montana Kaimin for
practice courses but assumes no responsibility and exercises no
control over policy or content The opinions expressed on the
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state or the University administration. Subscription rates SAOOa
quarter S10.SOper school year Entered as second class material
at Missoula. Montana 59812
All material copyright • 1977 by the Montana Kaimin

Red Ryder production falls short of potential
By KIM PEDERSON
Montana Kalinin Flnt Arts Editor

The University of Montana pro
duction of When You Cornin’Back,
Red Ryder? opened Wednesday
night in the University Theatre. It
was a disappointing premiere,
mostly because it failed to realize
the play's inherent potential.
Author Mark Medoff sets Red
Ryder in a small diner in the
southern New Mexico desert.
(Scenic designer Bill Raoul did an
excellent job, capturing the diner's
neo-Western motif with a perfect
eye for its tasteless decor.) The
time is the late 60's.
As the action begins, Stephen
"Red" Ryder (Michael Brodniak)
sits alone at the lunch counter. His
graveyard shift is almost over.
Then the morning waitress Angel
(Mary Sigvardt) comes in to relieve
him.
They begin a routine conversa
tion. Eventually what comes out is
that Red is thinking about a
change of scenery: “ I’m gonna go
gettin the hell outta this lousy little
town."
As the morning passes, more
people file into the diner. First Lyle
Striker (James Lortz), an old
cripple who runs the motel and gas
station next to the diner, comes in.
Then the diner's manager Clark
(Michael Shea) dashes in for a
moment to establish Red's work
ing atmosphere: “Nickels don’t
grow on trees, boy-leastwise not
on one o' the ones in the Clark
yard."

When he leaves, Richard and
Clarisse Ethredge (Rich Hutzler
arid Kathie Harris Watson) enter,
a well-off couple who take their
$11,000 Guarnerius violin every
where, even to breakfast.
Characters fixed
All these characters seem to be
in the same fix as Red. They're
stuck in roles which are secure, yet
somehow empty of meaning. But
they also are unwilling, perhaps
even afraid, to risk admitting it to
themselves.
With these people, Medoff sets
up a static environment and then
introduces a catalyst: Teddy (Jo
seph Arnold).
Teddy is a product of the 60's, a
bitter Vietnam veteran filled with
rage against a world stripped of its
romantic ideals and its heroes.
"Goddamn, where did all those
people get to so fast," he asks.
"Where the hell's Tim Holt, Jim?
Johnny Mack and the Durango
Kid? Lash LaRue. Jesus Christ,
someone pulled a fast one."
When Teddy enters the diner
with his girlfriend Cheryl (Dona
Liggett), he discovers targets for
his anger. He starts picking on the
people there. He works subtly at
first with cutting verbal remarks
and thinly veiled humor.

appearing at

|

The
Lumberjack
Saloon

Production falls
The UM production failed to do
that. It played up Red Ryder's
comic elements way too much,
especially in the crucial second
act. Jokes which should have been
played as caricature were played
as comedy. As a result, people
were laughing when they should
have been aghast at what was
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I got the feeling that the players
were reluctant to really plunge in
and shock the audience. But that's
what Red Ryder has to do in order
to realize its potential.
Wednesday night's performance
fell halfway between comedy and
tragedy. It left the audience hang
ing in the middle.
As I got up to leave, a woman
behind me said in an uncertain
voice, "Well. . . that was an expe
rience." I think Red Ryder de
served to be more than that.

"Missoula's Paint'n Place"

— where artists meet —
• Gallery • Unique Gifts
• Art Supplies • Framing
• Art Classes

HOURS: 9:30-5:30
Tuesday through Saturday
Closed Sunday and Monday

1639 South Avenue West
Phone 542-0046
Art students always receive 10% discount on supplies & framing.

AFTER G R A D U A T IO N
TACKLE SOME NEW PROBLEMS
PEACE CORPS
VISTA

ON CAMPUS
NEXT
WEEK
Univ. Center

WORDEN’S

Use Your
Degree

Open Daily 8 a.m. ’til Midnight
Corner of Higgins & Spruce

happening onstage.

M A R IE ’S ART-m rs

Plenty of Kegs in Stock at All Times
We Now Have COORS Kegs

w w vw vw vw m w w
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Hostages recover
The play ends as Teddy's former
hostages recover from their expe
rience. Ironically, only two charac
ters are changed: Red, who de
cides to leave town, and Clarisse,
who defies her husband to take
him. The remaining characters fall
back into their dull, lifeless niches,
leaving Angel alone in the diner,
pathetically nibbling on a stale
donut.
Unfortunately, the UM produc
tion failed to capture that pathos.
Nor did it capture the frightening
intensity of Teddy's desperation.
It wasn't because of the acting.
The players did a good job for the
most part. In some cases, particu
larly Lortz in general and Arnold at
times, they were excellent.

What really hurt this Red Ryder
was its tone. Medoffs play Is a very
intense, serious work. The dramat
ic tone should focus on those
aspects.

KEG HEADQUARTERS

POOR MONROE £
Bluegrass Band

But that doesn't appease his
frustration. His rage becomes
maniacal and he turns to violence.
With a gun in hand, he proceeds to
humilltate his hostages. He des
troys their illusions just as his were
destroyed.
Teddy tries desperately to re
create his lost world of heroes,
forcing his victims to act out a
fantasy Western. But it doesn't
work and he finally admits it.
"It's no good anymore, boy. It's
too late," he tells Red.

Phone 549-1293

S IG N UP NO W
FOR YOUR
INTERVIEW

Dept, of Drama/Dance and the Montana Masquers
present

Halloween Costume
Party Sat. Nite
15 mi. West of LoloHwy. 12
Right on Petty Cr. Rd.

Friday Nite Oct. 28
Saturday Nite Oct. 29
W W W W W UVW W J

A drama by
Mark Medoff

f
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U M Students: $2.00
General Admission: $3.00

Box O ffice Hours — Noon-6 p.m. M on.-Fri.
243-4581
Tickets Also Available At First National Bank Box O ffice

f 5 5 r

University Theatre October 26-30

(S T ATION
Seven varieties
of SPAGHETTI
PLUS

O L S O N ’S G R O C E R Y

Gourmet Treats
Like:

• Chicken
DaVinci
• Baked
Vegetable
Casserole

•
•
•
.

Now Serving
•

Group Rates Available

2105 S. Higgins

Ice Cold Beverages
Garden Fresh Produce
Groceries
^
_
ice
• Greeting Cards

• Gasoline
* stam Ps
• Open 7:30 a.m.-11 p.m. Daily
• Close to Student Housing

Mixed Drinks *

Banquet Facilities
Available

W ondeHoast

725 W. Alder

In the Warehouse

i u

8 p.m.

l/d o o .

Ready to Eat

Friday
• Costume sale, 8 e^m., UC mall.
• Montana Real Estate PreLicensing, 8 a.m., UC Mall.
• Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company interviews, 9 a.m. to 5
p.m., Lodge 148.
• Botany lecture, “The Breeder
Nuclear Reactor and Its Relation to

U.S. Energy Policy," 12:10 p.m.,
Botany 307.
• Speech Clinicians In-Service
Training, 1 p.m., UC 360 J.
• International Folk Dancing
Halloween Party, 7 p.m., Family
Housing Club House.
• Play, "When You Cornin’ Back,
Red Ryder?,” 8 p.m., University
Theater.

Star Trekking
with Scotty.. .
James Doohan
alias
Chief Engineer Scotty
will present a talk
and several film
presentations on
Star T rek

Saturday
• Lincoln Scapegoat Backpack,
through Oct. 30, call 243-2802.
• PE, dance and drama program
for children, 9:30 a.m. to 11:30
a.m., call 243-2802.
• High School Forensics Tour
nament, 7:30 a.m., UC Montana
Rooms 361; assembly, 7:30 p.m.,
UC Ballroom.
• Women’s Law Conference, 10
a.m., UC Montana Rooms 360.
• UM soccer club vs. Washing
ton State, 1:30 p.m., Ft. Missoula.
• Play, “When You Cornin' Back,
Red Ryder?,” 8 p.m., University
Theater.
• Narnia coffeehouse, 9-12 p.m.,
basement of the Ark, 538 Universi
ty-

Sunday
• Rattlesnake day hike, call 2432802.
• Painting the "M," 12:30 p.m.,
starting at foot of Mt. Sentinel.
• Dinner and program, Wesley
Foundation, 5:30 p.m., the Ark, 539
University.
• Dinner and program, Wesley
Foundation, 5:30 p.m., 1327 Ar
thur.
i
• Poetry and fiction reading,
John Haines and Josalyn Siler, 7
p.m., UC Lounge.
• Faculty recital, Walter Oli
vares, violin, 8 p.m., Music Recital
Hall.
• Play, “When You Cornin' Back,
Red Ryder?," 8 p.m., University
Theater.

• Programming film, Warhol’s
“Frankenstein,” 9 p.m., UC Ball
room.
Monday
• Computer seminars, "Getting
Started on the DEC-SYSTEM20,” 5
p.m., Psychology 204.
“There’s no use trying,” she said:
“One can’t believe impossible
things." “ I dare say you haven’t had
much practice,” said the Queen.
"When I was your age, I always did
it for half an hour a day. Why,
sometimes I've believed as many
as six impossible things before
breakfast.”
—Lewis Carroll

by Garry Trudeau
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YOU A N D MARK
AND NICOLE AND,
B O O K IE ! N

8 pm U C Ballroom
W ednesday, Nov. 2
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Sign Up Now for
Your Interview!

M PO ? T * U T * ^ l
PARTS, Inc.
1814 North Ave. West
(4 Blocks West of Montana Power Co.)

For Your Foreign Car
PARTS NEEDS

S :“a . 542-0303
Ws’ra O p en to Serve You

C A R R IE :

Based on the
runaway best-seller!

If only they knew she had the power.

University Center
Next Week

8-6 Weekdays!

9-5 Saturdays!

We Also Handle Quality Used
Cars At Reasonable Prices! A

ASUM Programming presents

.PAUL MONASH M o n .BRIAN D eP A L W W
SirringSISSY SPACEK
JOHN TRAVOLTA « i PIPER LAURIE - L A W R E N C E 0. COHEN
- produced I* PAUL M ONASH-taied by BRIAN DePALMA
U nited A rtists
OPEN 6:15 P.M.
Shorts at 6:40-9:05
“Carrie” at 7:05-9:30

Showplace o f Montana

The Rockingest Band in the Land!

WILMA
543-7341

Eves., except Frl.-Sat., at 8:00 Only

FRI. & SAT. ONLY! THREE ADULT FILMS . . .

Out Tunnels Vision...Out Grnuves Tube...
Out fleshes Gordun!

Special Guest — Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers

Adams Fieldhouse
Sunday October 30th — 8 PM

SANOY COBE and DAVID BAUGHN present

THE GIRL FROM
STARSHIP VENUS

Advance Tickets * 5*° day of show S650

Released by INTERCONTINENTAL RELEASING CORPORATION

PLUS! “Working Girls"
PLUS! “Six Pack Annie”
OPEN 7:00 P.M.
Films shown as follows:
1. “Working Girls”
2. “Starship Venus”
3. “Six Pack Annie”

Available now at Eli's Records & Tapes, The Memory Banke,

Eddie and Bob's

GO WEST!
DRIVE-IN

Hwy. 10 East
> Miles West of Airport

The UC Bookstore (Missoula), Tapedeck Showcase (Butte),
Sunshine Records & Budget Tapes & Records (Kalispell),
Budget Tapes & Records & The Opera House Box Office (Helena),
Cactus Records (Bozeman), & Budget Tapes & Records (G reat Falls).
For ticket information call 243-6661.

T a s k fo rc e re p o rts : *****

The la st sta g e of program rev iew
to gather more information, and
other task forces interviewed
students.
In total, the size of the final
product is massive. Each task
force used a somewhat different
format. All the reports varied in
length and information presented.
Some task forces made hard
recommendations, others ohly
presented options.
All of the reports mentioned the
student-faculty ratio of the depart
ment or school. However, a new
set of ratios has been compiled
since the reports were written.
These statistics are on this page. In
the summaries, the student-faculty
ratio originally used by the in
dividual task force is the one cited.
In the last week, the committee
has completed a tentative set of
recommendations on faculty cut

Physical Sciences B:
Computer Science, Mathe
matics, Physics, Astronomy
Task force chairman: Wayne Van Meter,
professor of chemistry
Mathematics
The Physical Sciences B task force
recommended decreasing the mathematics
faculty by one or two members.
The task force said in its report that, due
to the “disproportionately large teaching
load” carried by graduate students, the
mathematics faculty should be cut by one
or two members.
The task force supported its recommen
dation with a table that contrasts the
average number of student credit hours per
full-time equivalency faculty (SCH/FTE) in

backs or increases. These are
found on page 11.
These summaries represent the
work of 10 Kaimin reporters and
staff members.
Individual writers were: Barry
Noreen
(pharmacy,
forestry,
wildlife biology); Craig Reese (law,
business administration); Paul
Driscoll (Humanities B); Jim Tracy
(Social and Behavioral Sciences A
and B); G. Robert Crotty (educa
tion, Physical Sciences A); Daniel
Blaha (Physical Sciences B);
Suzanne Bradley (fine arts); Ed
Kemmick (Biological Sciences);
Jeri Pullum (Humanities A), and
Deb McKinney (Social and
Behavioral Sciences C).
What may emerge from reading
these summaries is a clearer
picture of what the review com
mittee is dealing with in its work at
cutting 39-67 faculty members.

terms of the total number of credit hours
generated by the department, with the
SCH/FTE in terms of credit hours the
professors are personally responsible for.
Simply, the second set of figures sub
tracts the number of credit hours generated
from classes taught by graduate teaching
assistants from the department total.
The SCH/FTE for 1976-77 including all
department credit hours is 952. The
SCH/FTE for 1976-77 subtracting the
classes taught by TA's, is 462. The report
notes that this Is only "a partial picture."
The mathematics department's studentfaculty ratio was given as 21.3:1.
The report also says “the Ph.D. program
has a reputation for applied mathematics
and for teacher training, which has helped
UM doctorates in math to enjoy a very high
level of success in finding jobs in mathe
matics.”
• Cont. on p. 8
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A touch O ’Blam ey
and a

New student-faculty
ratios

College of Arte and Science*

Business Administration
Accounting and Finance.............. ...........28.2:1
Management.................................. ...........21.9:1

Anthropology .
.................. 10.1:1
Fine Arts:
Botany.
.................... 20.7:1
Chemistry................
mlsti
................ 10.9:1
Art.................................................,
Computer Science..
.................... 32.0:1
Dram a.............................................
Economica...............
.................... 27.1:1
Music...............................................
English ....................
.................. 12.0:1
Foreign Languages .
.................... 13.1:1
Geography
................ j 19.3:1
Geology ......................
.....................13.9:1
Native Amer. Studies ,
.................... 21.5:1 Journalism:
HPE .
.................. 21.2:1
History..................
.....................10.3:1
Journalism......................................
Humanities............
...................... 9.7:1
Radio-Television.............................
Home Economics..
...................14.9:1
Mathematics .
Philosophy.....................
14.9:1
Physics and Astronomy............. ..............19.5:1
Political Science.......................................... 205:1
Pharmacy and Allied Health:
Psychology .
.....................17.0:1
Religious Stu
Fteiigl
.....................13.0:1
Pharmacy........................................
Sociology
.................... 21.3:1
Microbiology..................................
Social wi'ork .
.................. 12.0:1
Physical Therapy...........................
Interpersonal Comm.
.................... 23.4:1
Comm. Set. and Ofs..
.................. 8.3:1
Zoology......................
.................... 14.2:1
Subtotal____________ 17.6:1
Tnful

Get Ready For Halloween!
Friday & Saturday
Night at 11:00

........... 15.91
.............7.1:1

......... . 11.1:1
...........29.0:1

........... 148:1
...........25.3:1
........... 29.6:1

R ated

PG

WORLD

BIG JO H N S
SANDWICH
FACTORY

130 W. Broadway
Downtown
9-6 Mon.-Sat.
1204 W. Kent
Trempers
10:30-7:30 Mon.-Sat.
11-5 Sunday
Soup, Sandwiches, Salads

500 OFF
Concert Tickets
with purchase of
any album of

J. Geils Band
Appearing 10-30-77
OR
Re-released by BUENAVISTADistribution Co, Inc. © 1977 Wilt Disney Production*

O P E N 6:45 P.M.

I

The Beautiful

ROXY

Complete Shows With
Cartoon at 7:00-9:00________ I ___________ 543 -7 3 41

SAT.-SUN. AT 1:00 - 3:00 - 5:00 - 7:00 - 9:00

Jerry Jeff Walker

The Phantom of the Opera

Appearing 11-10-77
Tickets on Sale At

M EM ORY
BANKE

KWfllMN

The

o r ig in a l a lla n t c la s s ic , w ith m u s ic s c o re , s ta r r in g
Lon C haney. Plus, B atty B oop In S n o w W hltel

IHIflTRi /
515 SOUTH H IG G IN S

HELD
OVER

(G H O S T STORY)

Ktoaidan [Ghost Story, 1W64), Di
rected by Masaki Kobayashi, was a
Cannes prizewinner and an Acad
emy nominee lor Best Foreign film.
Based on stories by Lafcadio Hearn,
Kwaidan's four vivid tales of horror
and supernatural encounter are
filmed In exquisite color and boast
fantastically rich set designs based
on traditional Japanese graphic art.
'Black H a ir' is the story of a samurai
who returns to his long abandoned
wife only to wake beside her skeleton complete with its beautiful black hair; [Yukl-Ona (The
Woman of the Snow) is the story of a woodcutter who keeps a dark secret; ‘Holchf the Earless
tells of a famed blind musician's encounter with the ghost of a samurai; and,In a Cup or Tea, th
fearless Kannai sees the face of a malevolent samurai who later appears in flesh. Kwaldan took
five years to prepare and one to film, and was then the most expensive film ever made in Japan.

IHiOTHt )
515 SOUTH H IG G IN S

TONIGHT
‘ SPECIAL TIMES: 7:00 ft 9:40

W ATCH FOR
SLEEPER CLUB
THIS
WEEKI

i7.en

BURT REYNOLDS
SALLY FIELD
JERRY REED
and

SAT-SUN-MON
SHOWS AT 7:00 & 9:15

SHERIFF BUFORD T. JUSTICE IS
H O T ON THE B A N D ITS TRAIL.
UNFORTUNATELY— HE'S JUST
ARRESTED A CAPTAIN OF THE
HIGHWAY PATROL.

nimumim...............................

The Academic Program Review
and Planning Committee must
present its final recommendations
to University of Montana President
Richard Bowers Tuesday.
Final votes, to be done by secret
ballot, will take place Monday.
One of the vital components of
the information gathered by the
committee are the 12 vertical task
force reports prepared during the
summer. For this reason, the
Montana Kaimin is today running
summaries of these reports.
The vertical task forces reviewed
37 programs. The reports they
handed to the main committee
were based on questionnaires
completed by the departments and
schools, computer printouts that
covered a five-year span, and
information from departmental
files. Some of the task forces met
with the faculty in the departments

Biological Sciences:
Botany, Microbiology,
Zoology

Task force chairman:
Galen Mell, associate
professor of chemistry.
Zoology
A biological sciences task force report
recom m ended tha t the z o o lo g y
department retain a professor, who
transferred from zoology to the School of
Pharmacy and Allied Health Sciences.
The seven-page report was generally
favorable toward the zoology department
and gave the department’s student-faculty
ratio as 18.6:1.
The report rated zoology faculty as
"above average to excellent” and said
elimination of the zoology program "or any
of its sub-programs would seriously

cripple" the quality of UM's science
education.
The report also gave high marks to the
faculty's research and professional service
activities, commended the department's
Ph.D. program and recommended the
hiring of a curator for what it termed
zoology's "excellent" museum. The
previous curator has retired.
The zoology department was also
complimented for its interaction and
cooperation with other science programs
and with various governmental boards and
agencies.
Inadequate course o ffe rin g s in
physiology and anatomy are the
department's main weaknesses, the task
report says.
The zoology professor, E. W. Pfeiffer,
who had been teaching anatomy and
physiology was transferred earlier in the
year to pharmacy and allied health
sciences, and the report recommends the
zoology department retain him on its staff.
The report also listed as weaknesses of
the department inadequate aquariums and
microscopes, insufficient financial support
of graduate students and a lack of space
that has resulted in the offices of some
teaching assistants being too far from the
offices of zoology faculty.
Lee Metzgar, chairman of the zoology

SOMETHING TO CROW ABOUT!

PEACE C O R PS A N D
V IS TA ARE
C O M IN G
USE
YOUR
DEGREE
IN A
DIFFERENT
WAY.

ON CAMPUS
Next Week
University Center

Interviewing
A ll Grads

department, said Thursday he felt the task
force report was “in essence, accurate and
quite favorable."
Metzgar said he was "very pleased” the
task force recommended retaining Pfeiffer.
He added: “I felt it was a balanced
decision.”
The zoology department has informed
the task force that it recognizes the
shortcomings outlined in the task force
report and is taking steps to improve those
shortcomings, Metzgar said.
Botany
The task force report on the botany
department recommended an increase in
faculty for the department or, at least, a
maintenance of the department's status
quo.
Although the eight-page report noted the
botany department’s student-faculty ratio
of 16.2:1, it emphasized the importance of a
“strong, well-balanced" botany department
at UM.
The report speaks favorably of botany
faculty, points to the department's “sub
stantial” research achievements and says
the department's professional services rank
it “among the top departments on campus.”
Botany department faculty members, the
report also says, have shown an “impres
sive interest” in a wide variety of interdisci
plinary programs.
Weaknesses in the botany department,
according to the task force report, include
poor equipment, poorly constructed old
laboratories and limited greenhouse space.
The major weakness in the botany

department, the report says, is a lack of
taxonomy-systematics and agrostologygrasslands courses.
The report recommends replacing Leroy
Harvey, who retired in June and who taught
those courses, and the continuation of
Harvey’s program.
Sherman Preece, botany department
chairman, said he has no complaints with
the task force reports and finds its recom
mendations reasonable.
Preece said there was an understanding
between the botany department and the
task force that "any cut at all would be a real
blow" to the botany department.
Preece said the botany department is
pleased the task force recommended
replacing Harvey. The department had
planned to replace Harvey after his retire
ment, but was prohibited by a freeze on
replacements dictated by UM President
Richard Bowers.
Microbiology
The loss of any additional faculty in the
microbiology department would be harm
ful, “if not fatal,” to the department,
according to the task force report.
The projected retirement of one instruc
tor, the temporary absences of two others
and the sabbatical leave of another will
already “put a severe strain” on the depart
ment in the coming year unless it receives
outside help, according to the report.
The 10-page report, which includes three
pages of microbiology enrollment statis-
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tics, criticizes some aspects of the depart
ment, However, the report generally lauds
the microbiology department's achieve
ments, faculty and students. The report
listed the microbiology department’s
student-faculty ratio as 16.9:1.
The report said the faculty was rated
above average to excellent by students. It
also called the department’s research

Humanities A:
English, Foreign Languages,
History, Journalism

Task force chairman: James Cox,
professor of chemistry
Foreign Languages
The final version of the foreign language
report of the task force on Humanities A
recommended a cut of two-thirds of a full
time faculty member from the Italian
program and more cuts from the major
languages (French, German and Spanish)
if further cuts were absolutely necessary.
Italian is currently taught by one and
one-third full-time faculty.
The original report was six pages long,
but a two-page supplement was added

projects and services important "both
nationally and locally."
The microbiology department was also
commended for its close liaison with other
departments, private research Institutes,
physicians, wildlife biologists and veteri
narians in Montana.
Weaknesses of the microbiology depart
ment, according to the report, include
deficiencies in major sub-areas such as
about one week after the original report
was completed.
The original report, which cites a 12.2:1
student-faculty ratio, recommends that
German be singled out for cuts if additional
cuts are necessary.
The supplement said that because of new
data it had received, the conclusion was
that German was as strong as the other
languages and should hot be singled out
for cuts.
The task force recommended that faculty
in Classics remain the same or be
increased.
The task force suggested that the
language department should consider a
program with joint professors, ones who
could teach a language along with history
courses, or perhaps linguistics.
Gerald Fetz, chairman of the foreign
languages department, said Thursday that
while he did not think the initial report was
adequate, he was “basically satisfied with
what they (the task force) had to say” in the
corrected supplement.
He said that he did not think a five- or sixpage report could cover a whole

clinical microbiology and Industrial micro
biology, substandard animal housing
cages and the lack of some library mate
rials.
The report also said' the support of
graduate students "has been restricted by
the small size of the faculty and a limited
budget.”
The department might benefit from a
department, but "given the necessary
constraints" the task force had done an
adequate job.
Fetz said he would have liked to have
seen the task force point out the effects of
cuts in other language areas.
The department "acquiesces" to the
recommended cut in Italian, according to
Fetz, but does not acquiesce to any further
cuts.
Journalism
'
The task force report on journalism
recommended maintaining the school at its
current faculty level.
The five-page report argued against the
findings of the unfavorable reports on
journalism issued by the horizontal task
forces.
The report explains that the reason the
student-faculty ratio of 11.4:1 is so low is
that the journalism faculty decided to
withdraw from teaching large lecture
classes and concentrate attention on
journalism majors to save money.
The task force said that the studentfaculty data required by the review

public relations campaign.to inform the
public “of the important contribution" of its
"past and present research efforts," the
report suggested.
Mitsuru Nakamura, chairman of the
microbiology department, said he was
satisfied with the task force report, calling it
an "accurate assessment" of the microbiol
ogy department's "strengths and weak
nesses."
committee does not show the strength of
the school.
The report cited data which show that the
journalism school has one of the highest
number of majors (34.09) for each full-time
faculty member in the university.
Journalism majors take about one-fourth
of their total credits in the journalism
school. The other three-fourths of their
credits, according to the report, are taken
in other departments and enhance the
statistics of the other departments.
The report also argued for making the
Film and Radio Department at Montana
State University part of the UM journalism
school.
Warren Brier, dean of the journalism
school, said he generally agreed with the
report.
"They did a very thorough job,” he said
Wednesday.
He did say that he thought the report
should have included some mention of the
Montana Journalism Review, a magazine
put out by the school.
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He disputed criticism the report made of
the television part of the Radio-Television
sequence of the school, saying the task
force had used figures and facts from a
1974 accreditation report. The deficiencies
listed in the report have all been corrected,
according to Brier.
History
The task force report on the history
department includes two long reports from
visiting professors evaluating the depart
ment.
The task force was favorable to the
history department, which it said has a
student-faculty ratio of 17:1.
The entire report, Including all appendi
ces, was 44 pages long.
The task force Is concerned about the
state of the Ph.D. program, which was
suspended In 1973, saying that UM has a
responsibility to provide such a program.
The summary says that the department Is
an "essential element" of the university and
Is functioning well. It said the department
needs another faculty member to teach
colonial history.
A minority report by James Cox, chair
man of the task force, criticized the
department for sending faculty members
on sabbaticals without having funds to
replace them. This practice, according to
the report, means that the existing faculty
members have to cover for the absent
professors and many times courses are not
offered to students because of reduced
faculty.
The reports both said that funds need to
be available for faculty and Ph.D. students
to travel and do research.
Robert Lindsay, chairman of the history
department, said that the task force did a
“thorough, detailed and very conscientious
job” in arriving at its conclusions.
“ I do hope, however," he added, “that the
APRPC (Acadmic Program Review and
Planning Committee) does its analysis of
each department with the care, prescription
and accuracy that each vertical task force
used in arriving at its decisions and
recommendations and that it bases its

findings on the information contained in
the vertical task force reports."
English
The English task force report recom
mends adding two rotating positions to the
department in its creative writing option.
The summary of the report is a plea for
more English teachers.
Although the 32-page report gives the
student-faculty ratio of 12.1:1 at the top of
the summary, the report is devoted to
proving that classes cannot be increased
without destroying the effectiveness of the
department.
One reason the report gives for increas
ing faculty members is that the market for
English teachers is tight so the University of
Montana could have its pick of new, young
teachers.
The suggestion of the task force is to
• Cont. from p. 5
In the summary to the three-page report,
the task force concluded that "the heavy
(teaching) load carried by graduate stu
dents results in quite a light teaching load
on the regular faculty.”
The report broke down topic ar$as into
curriculum, teaching techniques and re
quirements, students, research, profes
sional service and role and scope of the
department.
William Ballard, math department chair
man, said in a telephone interview that the
task force had done “some pretty superfi
cial figuring.
"There was really no substance for the
recommendation, no reasons given.”
Ballard said the task force did not include
the number of hours faculty members
spend with graduate students in its compu
tations. He also noted that the Ph.D.
program was reviewed by a team of
evaluators last year, and that one recom
mendation the team made was that the
math department "make an effort to enlarge
the faculty and reduce the number of
hours."
Ballard said the only way the department
could handle the reduction, would be to
offer less sections of lower-division

create a rotating position in creative writing
to be f i lied by writers and poets for one-year
terms.
Since creative writing is a popular
program this strategy would pull more
students into the literature sections of
English.
The report contained data on the
numbers of students taught by each
professor in each class for the last year in
one of several appendices at the end of the
report.
Other appendices included weighted
student-faculty ratios from 1973 to the
present, M.A. admissions and rejections,
criteria for promotion and tenure for faculty
members.
Merrel Clubb, chairman of the depart
ment and professor of English, said Wedcourses, which would lower credit produc
tion.
“Effectively, that would reduce the
student-faculty ratio,” he added.
Physlcs/Astronomy
The task force report on physicsastronomy suggested that “ serious
consideration" be given to the elimination
of the physics degree programs, and
recommended the "long-term strengthen
ing” of the astronomy program.
The summary to the three-page report
notes that the physics degree programs
(BS and MS) only average 3.8 graduates a
year, and show no growth. The report
recommended caution in considering the
elimination of the physics degree.
However, on the last page of the report,
the task force observed that “the very small
size (of the degree programs) also means
that we would gain little by their
elimination, as the faculty and facilities
would still be required for service courses.”
The report gave the student-faculty ratio
in physics/astronomy as 18.3:1.
The committee noted that astronomy has
been "restrained at UM nearly to the status
of a sub-program of physics," by
administrative decision.
“The obvious popularity of the few
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astronomy courses offered, and their value
to the breadth of experience of students in
all areas of the university, point to the need
for additional faculty in astronomy," the
report said.
Computer Science
The task force report on computer
science recommended adding two to four
faculty to the staff.
The report gave the student/faculty ratio
as 25.4:1.
In the summary to the three-page report
the task force notes that computer science
is the fastest growing department on
campus.
The report states that courses are
adequately taught now, “ but this
committee feels that we are dangerously
close to inadequacy because of
understaffing."
The summary also says "the number of
students majoring in computer science is
increasing steadily, and the graduates are
doing well in obtaining employment in
computer science of related fields.”
“ I think the committee did a very good
job," said Robert Banaugh, chairman of
computer science. "They did exactly what
they were supposed to."
Banaugh said he thought the report was
"adequate, given the time frame."

Comer Pocket
Is Proud to Announce
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The best way to get It Is to save
Just as much as you have now.

NOW IN STOCK

nesday that he agreed with the report
except for a few points.
He said he thinks the task force separated
different parts of the English department,
such as the literature classes from the
composition classes, when these classes
are interdependent as far as faculty loads
are concerned.
Faculty members generally teach classes
in several options of the department.
He also appreciated the recommendation
for the creation of two rotating positions in
creative writing, he said. Last year, 150
students were turned away from the under
graduate creative writing classes, accord
ing to Clubb.
If instructors were added, he said, the
increased number of creative writing stu
dents would spill over into the literature
classes.
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Humanities B:
Humanities, Native Ameri
can S tudies, P hilosophy,
Religious Studies
Task force chairman: Walter King,
professor of English.
Humanities
Many of the departments and programs
labeled under the category of "Humanities
B" should endure a reduction of faculty,
according to this task force's report.
The vertical task force reviewing Human
ities B stated that the philosophy depart
ment “is overstaffed and could be reduced
through attrition by several FTE's (full time
equivalencies.)"
Similarly, the committee recommended
that the teaching load for tlje Introduction
to the Humanities course, a semiautonomous program within the general
humanities program, be absorbed by
existing humanities disciplines and its
three FTE faculty "be subtracted."
The task force also reviewed the Native
American studies and religious studies
departments. The committee's report is
made complex, however, because various
sub-programs within departments were
also reviewed. These include the Intensive
Humanities Program, a freshman course
series staffed entirely by philosophy de
partment faculty, and the Scholars Press, a
publication house closely associated with
the religious studies department.
Religious Studies
In spite of the recommended cuts in
philosophy and general humanities, the
emphasis of the 41-page report centers on
religious studies and Scholars Press. In

short, more pages were devoted to Scho
lars Press (5) than were written on the
philosophy department (3).
The task force charged that teaching
quality in religious studies has suffered
because faculty there spend too much time
working for Scholars Press at the expense
of their teaching duties.
The religious studies department's
lengthy reply to the task force stated only
two faculty members devoted time to the
press and that they still maintained a full
teaching load. Furthermore, the response
charged the task force of ignoring the large
amount of money Scholars Press pours
back into the university.
Philosophy
The philosophy department also issued a
long response to the committee.
The task force report stated that it was
"appalled by the fact that two of the
younger members of the department have
been tenured without having attained"
doctorate degrees or equivalent expe
rience. Furthermore, the committee stated
that students In the Intensive Humanities
sub-program — a year-long academic
Immersion into the humanities — receive
too many credits for the amount of work
assigned and recommended a complete
reconstruction of the program.
The philosophy department response
stated that the UM administration grants
tenure, not the department Itself; the
department merely suggests faculty candi
dates for tenure.
The response also stated that the com
mittee report makes an apparent contradic
tion when it says “the demands upon the
students are intense" in one paragraph and
later charges that Intensive Humanities
Program students "receive far too many
credits for the work they are asked to
undertake."
The philosophy department also request
ed of the program review committee that it
be allowed to continue the Intensive
Humanities Program for one more academ
ic year. The response states that the
faculty-student ratio in that sub-program is

DANCE
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significantly higher than in the department
itself. The unweighted student-faculty ratio
In the department is 11.9:1. But John Lawry,
chairman of the philosophy department,
says that the faculty-student ratio in the
sub-program is somewhere around 16:1 to

20: 1.
William Feyerharm, associate dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences, has been in
charge of the general humanities program
since Fail Quarter 1976, and has apparently
not contested the integration of Its Intro
duction to the Humanities course series
into similar departments.
The committee asked that the liberal arts
courses 151/152/153 — which is a core
curriculum in the liberal arts degree pro
gram — still be offered, but taught by
instructors in similar disciplines instead of
by its own faculty.
Native American Studies
The fourth major area studied by the
Humanities B task force was the Native
American studies program. The committee
recommended no faculty additions or cuts

to that program, but urged "a thorough
overhauling of its curriculum" to induce an
increase in enrollment.
One aspect that must be taken into
consideration in regard to Native American
studies is a recent mandate by the Montana
Board of Regents stating that after July 1,
1979, only persons who have earned seven
credits in Native American studies will be
granted state teaching certificates, the task
force reported.
The Native American studies program
estimates it will need four additional staff
members to meet this demand. But the
committee recommends that the new
educational requirements be met to the
fullest extent by existing courses in that
program as well as similar courses within
the university before expanding the Native
American studies program.
Henrietta Whiteman, director of Native
American studies, said she will have a
formal reply to the task force report after
the Nov. 1 deadline for final recommenda
tions by the review committee.
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Forestry, Pharmacy and
Wildlife Biology

Task force chairman: Sherman Preece,
chairman
botany department
Pharmacy
After reading the accreditation report on
the pharmacy school, the task force recom
mended that four faculty positions be
added at the pharmacy school.
The influence of the accreditation report
apparently was great; the task force men
tions little else in its analysis of programs at
the school.
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Phillip Catalfomo, dean of the pharmacy
school, and UM President Richard Bowers
have refused to release the accreditation
report.
The task force report mirrors the earlier
statements made by Catalfomo and Bow
ers. According to the task force, the
pharmacy school is deficient in faculty,
curriculum, funding and space require
ments.
A science building to be built by 1980 will
take care of most of the space require
ments, according to Catalfomo. He has said
the other weaknesses in the program can
be corrected by the addition of the four
faculty lines. The student-faculty ratio at
the pharmacy school is given at 13:1.
The four professors the pharmacy school
needs to retain accreditation would teach
clinical pharmacy, pharmacology, biophar-
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maceutics and pharmaceutical administra
tion. according to the 16-page task force
report.
Wildlife Biology
The task force on wildlife biology recom
mended that a strong administrator be
hired to run the program. Such an adminis
trator, the task force report said, should
"have the ear of the (university) administra
tion" and should have considerable influ
ence in faculty selections.
Leslie Pengelly, director of the wildlife
biology program, said he had "no com
plaints" with the finding of the task force.
Because the wildlife biology program has
no FTE faculty members and no studentfaculty ratio, the task force could not use
the same criteria to judge it as were used to
judge other departments and schools.
The wildlife biology program is interdis
ciplinary in nature, drawing its faculty from
forestry, botany and zoology. In its nine-

page report, the task force advised that the
interdisciplinary nature of the program be
preserved, because it has led to an "aca
demically respected program" which is
"greatly appreciated by the students."
Pengelly was in full agreement with the
task force findings, commenting that he
had “no complaints" with the report.

ciated with the lack of accountability of the
faculty members in terms of their total
productivity.”
But Arnold Bolle, the acting dean of the
forestry school, said there is "no basis for
that statement."
Bolle went on to disagree with most of
what the task force report had to say. He
contradicted the statement that his school
has “demonstrated no sense of commit
ment to good teaching."
"It is pure bullshit,” he said.

Forestry
The forestry task force recommended
that the school clearly define a full teaching
load and clearly split teaching and research
responsibilities. It also recommended that
“new and dynamic leadership" be acquired
so accountability on the part of the faculty
can be achieved.
The task force report complained that the
staff at the forestry school is "difficult to
identify” because of “split appointments”—
teachers being paid with both state and
private research monies.
The report stated that the greatest
weakness of the forestry school is "asso

However, Sherman Preece, who chaired
the task force, responded to Bolle's re
marks by saying that "the information was
provided by the forestry school."
Preece said there are not enough re

In admissions to programs, "there are
less-than-rigorous academic performan
ces expected of students in the School of
Education," according to the report. “This
applies to both graduate and undergradu
ate students.”
Nine students who were questioned by
the task force said it was easier to obtain
high grades in their education classes and
that fewer assignments were required (with
the exception of student teaching), the
report said.
The report also pointed out "possible
laxity In the provisional acceptance of
graduate students.”
David Smith, education school dean, said
this appears inconsistent with the fact that
the average scores for students taking the
graduate entrance exam for the school of
education are higher than the national
average.
In teaching, the actual number of hours
each faculty member teaches “is very
confusing, to say the least,” according to
the report.

The confusion is because of the way the
contact hours and teaching hours are
reported, the report said. An example of this
is how the hours of credit for supervising
student teachers is set up.
According to the report, all of these hours
are accredited to Robert Jay, professor in
charge of directing student teaching, in
addition to numerous other department
members who have claimed credit for the
same hours.
Another example the report mentions is
four teachers who are teaching undergrad
uate and graduate classes at the same time
on the same day in the same room, and are
receiving credit as if these are totally
separate courses.
The report states that “it is totally
impossible” to determine how many times
the same number of students may have
been counted in determining the loads of
various faculty members.
Smith said yesterday that no teaching
hours were counted twice.
He said the problem in student teaching

In response to the task force's recom
mendation that a full teaching load be
defined, Bolle said the task force was “not
provided with adequate information" to
reach its decisions.

search publications coming out of the for
estry school in relation to the amount of
money the school is allotted for research.
That was one of the reasons, Preece said,
that the accountability of the faculty is
questioned in the 12-page report.
According to the task force, the studentfaculty ratio is 20:1 in the forestry school.
The task force also mentioned that the
forestry school needs "dynamic leader
ship" if it is to achieve the recommended
accountability. As acting dean, Bolle had
no quarrel with the statement. But Bolle
added that any UM forestry dean must have
“a very firm committment" from Main Hall if
he is to carry out his responsibilities.
Reacting to the task force statement that
the forestry school has tended "to become
more isolated and self-sufficient," Bolle
said the school has, in most cases, "ex
cellent interaction” with the rest of the
departments and schools at UM.
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmammmmm

Education

Task force chairman: William Ballard,
chairman, Department of Mathematics.
Education
The task force report on the UM School of
Education recommended no faculty cuts or
increases.
The task force said in its 18-page report,
that the education school’s student-faculty
ratio of 20.7:1 “ is deemed sufficient
ly near the target ratio (of 19:1) so that it
does not, in itself, suggest modification in
the size of the faculty.”
However, the report also pointed out
problems in admissions to programs and
teaching.

lies in the way all supervising and teaching
hours were given in a “bookkeeping fashion
to Professor Jay,” because he scheduled all
student teaching.
The actual teaching load confusion "is a
condition we are working on,” he added.
The task force evaluation of education
faculty pointed out concern by students
over “easy credits” in some lower level
education courses; it concluded that
"teaching in the School of Education gets
mixed reviews.”
Ballard said that this information was
gathered from reports about the education
school, and informally from the students.
The 14-page response to the Academic
Program Review and Planning Committee,
Smith said faculty evaluation of the educa
tion school was rated above average and
excellent in comparison to other UM de
partments.
Smith said yesterday that his information
came from faculty evaluation surveys tine
UM School of Business conducts each
quarter, -
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Social and Behavioral
Sciences C:
Co mmu n i c a t i o n S cien ces
and Disorders, Interpersonal
Communication, Social Work

Task force chairman: Forest Grieves,
associate professor, political science
Communication Sciences and Disorders
The Social and Behavioral Science “C"
task force found the Department of Com
munication Sciences and Disorders to have
a "strong professional curriculum, primari
ly oriented toward graduate-level training."
The curriculum is regularly reviewed and
evaluated by the department. The program
received a renewed national accreditation
in 1975 and will be reviewed for accredita
tion renewal by another board next year.
In its six-page report, the task force
recognizes that Montana has no com
parable CSD program.
The student-faculty ratio is 6.6:1. The
chairman of the department told the task
force he thinks even this ratio is high and
said he would prefer a ratio of 5:1 given the
nature of CSD teaching techniques.
The task force agrees that the nature of
the subject matter requires personalized,
small group instruction due to the "medical
teaching model” which is used for
professional clinical instruction.
Demand for graduates of the UM
program is “very high" and the field is
currently very promising for the careeroriented student. Graduates are entering
the "most prestigious universities."
The CSD department has a "rigorous"
advising program, particularly at the
graduate level. And the department's work
in professional service is "superior in every
respect. It would be unfortunate for the
community and state should these services
have to be curtailed in any way.”
But the task force is concerned with the
research productivity of the department.
The department regards itself “as primarily
oriented toward professional training and
service—roles its performs well." Although
there is evidence of some research and
publishing, the department appears weak
in this area when compared to other social
sciences.
The task force was "sympathetic to the
argument that the teaching of CSD courses
requires the use of a medical or clinical
teaching model. But the task force stated
that medical schools and clinical programs
"typically require good research as a
condition of faculty status."
While the task force feels the department
performs well the mission it has established
for itself, the department's role within the
university brought concern.
"The curriculum provides highly
technical training to a relatively small
number of students." It is a high-cost

Social and Behavioral
Sciences B:
Economics, Home Econom
ics, Po l i t i c al Science,
Sociology
Task force chairman: John Dayries,
chairman, Department of Health and Physi
cal Education
Economics
Because of the recent unanticipated loss
of an expert in econometrics, the task force
on economics recommended that the

operation even though the department's
success in obtaining outside financial
support has greatly helped. "While the
value of the program is convincing, the
extent to which a university department
should be heavily involved In clinical
services is not so clear."
The task force feels it would be ap
propriate for the university to conduct a
long-range program review to examine
some of these proposals.
Responding to the task force summary
judgment, Charles Parker, chairman of the
department, said it was basically "about as
good a report that could have been
developed in the amount of time availalbe."
The review "was done with grace and
sensitivity by all the individuals involved,"
he said in a previously-written response to
the task force.
But he said he was frustrated by a few
details in the review, mainly the research
aspect. In his written report, Parker said the
evaluation does not address the commit
ment for research that the department
actually has. He admitted in his report that
formal written research productivity is low,
but added that this is not due to a lack of
interest. A lack of UM financial support for
research and the necessity for using the
medical model in clinical teaching
necessarily curtails direct faculty produc
tivity, Parker said.
Social Work
The social work curriculum "provides a
sound vehicle for the education and
training of competent practitioners," the
task force stated in its five-page summary
judgment.
The department places emphasis on the
undergraduate education. The curriculum
is reviewed annually by the department and
accrediting agencies and has received
favorable comments from both. The
student-faculty ratio is 14.1:1.

Tentative recommendations of
the Acaemlc Program Review and
Planning Committee for full-time
equivalent (FTE) faculty cuts,
additions, or maintenance of the
status quo:

v/s

Two other social work programs exist in
Montana, one at Montana State University
and the other at Carroll College In Helena.
The task force was concerned about
some difficulties the department has had in
"establishing and maintaining adequate
supervisory control over student case work
with outside agencies."
Career openings in social work are
currently quite promising. Because the
bachelor's degree is a sufficient entry level
credential for jobs in this area, "pressure to
do graduate level work is not strong." But,
records of those who do apply for graduate
work are excellent.
The social work department "sees its
product primarily as service, not research."
The departmental mission description
caused the task force some difficulty. The
d e p a rtm e n t d e s c rib e d its e lf as
professionally rather than academicallyoriented. The task force feels that the
university’s mission "clearly involves the
interweaving of teaching, research and
service."
Although research is not a central
function, some department members have
an excellent research and publishing
record.
All faculty members do not have
doctorate degrees. Doctorate degrees in
social work are not prevalent, but the task
force stated that the degree is available and
that a quality program should demand and
get faculty with doctorates and a
commitment to research.
Great emphasis is placed on service
activities which are performed with
excellence. Students are involved in
community volunteer programs as part of
their formal curriculum. The department is
also heavily involved in continuing
education and extension services, an area
which distinguishes it from other Montana
programs.
No formal response was issued to the
task force by the social work department.

Institute for Social
Research.......cut one-half FTE
Interpersonal
Communication . . . . no change
Journalism.................no change
Law............................ no change
Mathematics ..................... cut 2
Anthropolgy............................nochange
Microbiology............. no change
Art......................................cut 1
Music..................................cut 3
Native American
Botany............................... cut 1
Studies .................. no change
Business
Administration ...............cut1
Pharmacy........................... add 4
Chemistry............................... nochange
Philosophy..........................cut 4
Communication Sciences and
Physics and
Disorders............................nochange Astronomy............. no change
Computer Science............. add 2
Political Science........ no change
Drama and Dance.......no change
Psychology ....................... cut 1
Economics............................. nochange
Religious Studies................cut 1
Education.......................... cut 2
Sociology........................... cull
Social Work........................ cut 1
English ............................... cuts
Zoology..................... no change
Foreign Languages ........... cut 4
This Is a total of 30’A cuts.
Forestry..............................cut 1
History cuts may be one or two;
Geography............................. nochange
home economics has not yet been
Geology.................................nochange
Health and Physical
discussed. The committee recom
mended an addition of 6 FTE
Education....................... cut 2
Humanities............................. nochange
faculty, leaving a net cut of 24'/,.

department replace that position with an
associate or full professor.
Econometrics is the application of statis
tics in solving economic problems and is a
vital area of the department, according to
Ronald Dulaney, economics chairman.
The task force found the department
strong in training and coverage of individu
al areas of specialization, but noted that the
recent resignation of a faculty member left
a gap in the area of econometrics. The
report lists the student-faculty ratio as
24.4:1.
The task force report also noted the
"department's publication record is some
what weak," but allowed that the youth of
the department and the high number of
recent Ph.D.'s mitigates the weakness.
The report stated that with several of the
faculty "just beginning to develop as
professionals" the weak publication record
should improve.

m

Private consulting by faculty of the
department was noted as a potential area of
concern in the report.
The report states that "economics is a
field with enticing positions and relatively
high salaries, and the positions are by no
means confined to university teaching and
research. Tenured faculty in the past have
quite simply been lured away.”
Dulaney called this the “wooing away"
factor, but said he didn't think "private
consulting was at all deleterious" to the
department.
Dulaney agreed the economics depart
ment has had difficulty in the past retaining
faculty who could command high salaries
as private consultants.
He suggested the university “may have to
make special salary adjustments for the
economics faculty in order to retain some
of the hot-shots."
The task force noted strengths and

but John Spores, associate professor of
social work, said he felt the review was
"both complete and adequate."
Spores was acting department chairman,
while Chairman Morton Arkava was out of
town this week.
The department is basically "pleased
with the report" but is dissatisfied with the
research judgment, Spores said. He said he
feels the task force does not appreciate the
fact that social work is a professional
discipline which has lower research
productivity than other disciplines. The
standard^ used to evaluate other
disciplines "are not fully appropriate" for
the evaluation of the social work
department, he said.
If standards developed for a professional
discipline were applied, and the results
were compared nationally, the department
has "little doubt" that it would rate in the top
10 percent in research productivity, Spores
said.

Interpersonal Communications
The Department of Interpersonal Com
munications has a "sound" curriculum that
attracts a wide variety of students, the task
force said in its six-page report. In fact,
student demand for the classes exceeds the
department's capacity.
The task force was impressed with the
department's commitment to "superior
teaching." Teaching evaluations and the
popularity of the classes confirm this
commitment. The student-faculty ratio is

22:1.
Although the department is relatively
young, all members of the department have
doctorate degrees as "evidence of commit
ment to research activity.”
Faculty members are productive in
research and try to involve students in
professional research activities. Research
results appear In a wide variety of
publications and are presented at
professional meetings.
Consultation, lectures, workshops and
training sessions constitute an extensive
range of service activities practiced by the
department. All faculty members are ex
pected to participate in service activities.
The task force feels that the InCo
department performs well the role it has
established for itself. It is also consistent
with the overall mission of the university.
The department's linkage of teaching,
service and research exemplify what the
task force feels to be this mission.
The possibility of InCo being incor
porated into another department was
discussed by the task force, but an agree
ment could not be reached. But it was
agreed that a regular review of the
department's function should be con
ducted on a more thorough basis than the
limited time available to the task force.
The chairman of the InCo department
said he preferred not to comment on the
summary judgment because he is a
member of the program review committee.
What Chairman Eldon Baker called a
"conflict of roles" placed Larry Wilmot,
associate professor of InCo, as spokesman
for the department.
“We are not disappointed in the report at
all," Wilmot commented. The department
feels the review was complete and that the
task force "looked at all the data" provided
before making its judgment, he said.
weaknesses in the department; evaluated
teaching, undergraduate and graduate
curriculum; rated professional service and
research, and made other "pertinent as
sessments."
Under pertinent assessments the task
force noted a “lack in the proportion of
established, high-quality faculty members
who might serve as role-models."
Dulaney said .the report “hit the nail on
the head."
"I think we do have a bottom-heavy
faculty. We need a role model — someone
with connections who has experience
writing grants," he said.
Home Economics
The task force on home economics found
the department strong in the areas of
teaching, student-teacher rapport and
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public service; but criticized the depart
ment for its lack of research and creative
achievement.
According to the task force, the faculty
members are "strongly committed to the
program and to students” and are "com
patible in their working relationships."
The report also praised the faculty
because "they instill in their students selfconfidence and enthusiasm for the
program," and found, after talking with
students of the department, that the faculty
is "prepared, up-to-date, challenging and
helpful."
The task force found no major
weaknesses with the present faculty in the
area of teaching, but noted a paucity of
publications and scholarly presentations at
regional and national meetings.
"The department does not place any
emphasis on research,” the report said, and
correlated the lack of research with the
absence of Ph.D.’s in the department.
No faculty cuts were recommended, but
the report noted that home economics, with
five undergraduate options, lacks depth in
any one option.
The student-faculty ratio was given as
13:1.
The task force recommended limiting the
options to one or two to provide greater
depth.
Sara Steensland, chairman of home
economics, said it was impossible to
eliminate any options without losing ac
creditation.
"There’s no way out,” she said. "All the
subject matter areas are needed for
qualification for accreditation.”
The eight-page report on the department
also recommended the transfer of home
economics to the School of Education orto
a proposed “School of Applied Sciences.”
(The creation of such a school was a
suggestion of the report).
Steensland said she would approve of
transfer to the proposed school of applied
science.

Business Administration
and Law

Task Force chairman: James Lopach,
chairman, department of political science
Business
The business and law task force recom
mended neither cuts nor additions in
business school faculty.
However, the task force did find the
school deficient in research. It suggested
that if the deficiency was not made up,
faculty teaching loads could be increased.
The task force noted that enrollment at
the school is up and graduates of the school
have no problem finding jobs.
The report used FTE faculty figures and
student-faculty ratios to show the increase
in enrollment. It said that in 1969 the
business school had 10.04 FTE faculty and
a student-faculty ratio of 20.3:1. By 1977,
the FTE figure had risen to 28.5:1, but the
student-faculty ratio had also risen, to
20.4:1.
The report said that most of the research
done in the school is done by two people
who teach one course per year and whose
primary duty is reasearch for the school's
Bureau of Business and Economic Re
search.
It also said that most faculty research
“tends not to add to the body of theory or
data base of the discipline or profession."
Instead, the report said that faculty re
search often consists of advising on stu
dent projects, university service, prepara
tion for testimony before governmental
bodies and preparation for workshops.
"Research should be part of each faculty
member's job responsiblity. as should be an
equitable teaching load,” the report said. “If
this university-wide standard is not to be
applied to the business school, then
consideration should be given to removing
primarily research personnel from the

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
Political Science
The Department of Political Science, due
to its "already thin coverage of the disci
pline." should maintain its current faculty
numbers, according to the task force re
port.
The task force noted the following areas
of strength in the department: public
service to the state and community; a solid
publications record on local and state
issues, and successful application for
grants.
The report lists the department's studentfaculty ratio as 18.9:1.
The report criticized the department for
lack of “research and publication on
fundamental problems confronting the
discipline," and for lack of "collegiality”
among department faculty.
The report also pointed out that “there
has been a decline in student credit hour
production during the past five years.
Teaching was rated “satisfactory” in
the summary of the report, but, in apparent
contradiction, the report also states that
“teaching performance was generally
praised by the three graduate students
interviewed.”
James Lopach, chairman of political
science, said he believes, according to
student evaluations of faculty in the depart
ment, that the "satisfactory” rating for
teaching is inaccurate. He said political
science should be rated “above average or
excellent.”
Lopach also explained that part of
decline in the production of student credit
hours could be attributed to a reshuffling of
five- and three-credit courses to four-credit
courses.
Although this caused the department a
net loss of 400 credit hours, Lopach said the
four-hour format was “a good move.”
The report gave a general summary of its
review of the department followed by
analyses of the program, undergraduate
curriculum, graduate curriculum and enrol
lment trends.
faculty personnel line, increasing teaching
loads of faculty and cutting the school's
faculty FTE component."
In a written response to the report,
business school dean Paul Blomgren said
the school's research output is normal fora
business school the size of UM's.
“ In schools of business most 'pure'
research is done by a relatively few major
universities such as Harvard, M.I.T., Stan
ford, U.C. Berkeley, etc., which can afford
the personnel and the support necessary
for that effort,” Blomgren said in the
response. “The bulk of the research done
by other schools is applied and tends to be
directed toward a specific problem of a
segment of business or a firm.”
One reason the business school is
deficient in research, according to the
report, is a charge given to Blomgren when
he became dean. Blomgren was instructed
by the university administration to expand
the "outreach activities” of the business
faculty, and to concentrate on public
service. This expansion is going on at the
expense of research, the report says.
Blomgren said yesterday that although “ I
wouldn’t say I was satisfied” with the report,

Physical Sciences A:
Chemistry, Geology

Task force chairman: David Bllderback,
associate professor of botany.
Chemistry
The task force report on the chemistry
department said that a loss of an untenured
professor "would do great damage to the
chemistry program.”
Bilderback, task force chairman, said the
same would hold true if any tenured faculty
members were cut. The task force report
gave the student-faculty ratio for the
department as 16:1.

Analyses of teaching, students, service
and publication were also included in the
report.
Sociology
Although the task force recommended
no change in faculty numbers, it said the
sociology faculty appears to be demoral
ized, highly political, divisive, and drifting.
The report criticizes the sociology faculty
for lack of collegiality, loss of department
and academic mission, lack of leadership
and support for leadership, strong person
ality differences, conflicts which have
aggravated faculty differences and "buying
time off with grant monies."
William McBroom, sociology chairman,
considers these charges “terrible” and
“damning" and claims the task force has no
evidence to support the charges.
The report also alleges that frequent
leave-taking in the department “may con
tribute to the lack of collegiality and lack of
departmental mission.”
In his response to the report, McBroom
said the charges can be lumped into one
“alleged syndrome" that does not exist.
McBroom said the charge that the
“alleged syndrome" affects every feature of
the sociology program Is not borne out by
the two independent reports of the service
and research horizontal task forces.
He also claims the task force has no
evidence to support its claim that the
sociology faculty are divided among them
selves.
“What is frustrating is that beyond the
undocumented claim that it (the alleged
syndrome) affects everything, we are told
little of the ‘split’ that is supposed to exist.”
McBroom said the charges are vague and
unfounded and that the task force has no
solid evidence to support them.
"We can certainly appreciate the desire of
the task force to respect confidences,
the task force "did the best they could,
given the time and information they had."
Law
The business and law task force recom
mended no change in faculty for the law
school. The school’s student-faculty ratio is
listed as 23.5:1.
The 15-page task force report criticized
the school for emphasizing “professional
service” at the expense of research.
“There does seem to be good reason to
require of the law faculty a higher standard
of theoretical research and scholarly publi
cations than is presently maintained," the
report said. "Light teaching loads certainly
permit more research.”
The report said that the school’s empha
sis on service is “largely a result of
historical circumstances," pointing out that
law faculty assisted state officials with legal
questions before the state Legislative
Council was established.
The report said state agency attorneys
should be handling many of the public
service activities performed by law faculty,

The 14-page report pointed out the
problem of crowded and understaffed
freshman chemistry laboratories, and that
the graduate programs in organic and
inorganic chemistry “are in ill health."
To alleviate the overcrowding, the report
recommended that more teaching assist
ants be hired and more laboratory sessions
be scheduled.
To alleviate the problems in organic and
inorganic graduate chemistry programs,
the report recommended that a retiree in
organic chemistry be replaced with a
“vigorous researcher” who will contribute
to the department, and that inorganic
chemistry be restricted primarily to under
graduate teaching and service.
In a two-page response to the task force
report, Keith Osterheld. chemistry depart
ment chairman, said he agreed that the
teaching assistants teaching freshman
chemistry laboratories were overextended
and "teaching classes of educationally
unsound size."

although they do not justify their vagueness
on these grounds.” McBroom said.
He pointed out that departmental proce
dures call for an annual evaluation of the
chairman by tenured sociology faculty. The
procedures require a vote of no confidence
to be taken.
“When done in October, the no confi
dence vote was unanimously defeated,"
McBroom said. The faculty vote does not
"admit to the characterization made by the
task force,” he said.
"It is clear that the differences between
the task force positions and that of the
department are extreme on every major
point," McBroom concluded.
In a telephone interview Dayries said he
preferred not to comment because the
conflict "is an internal matter and should
not be discussed in the newspaper.”
The task force rated the department “very
strong in service to the university, com
munity and state.”
The report also rated strengths and
weaknesses of students in the department.
As a strength, the report stated that “a
number of students have obtained excel
lent positions following graduation from
the sociology department" and many "have
competed successfully in other graduate
programs.”
The student-faculty ratio is listed as 24:1.
The report noted that student credit hour
production in sociology has been "consist
ently very high, attesting to student interest
and satisfaction."
As a weakness, the report states that two
faculty members “commented upon the
poor writing ability of upper division stu
dents.”
The task force recommended the so
ciology department take steps “to deal im
mediately with the problem."
The report also listed a summary of data,
including faculty numbers, student credit
hour production and numbers of majors.
and called for greater balance between
teaching, service and research at the
school.
The law school's position, according to
the report, is that the emphasis on public
service is essential because the school is
the only one in the state and the only
source of such service.
The report said, however, that Law
School Dean Robert Sullivan subordinates
both research and service to teaching;
“they are encouraged as long as they
enrich instruction and promote faculty
development.”
The task force report also suggested
several steps be taken to promote greater
interaction between the law school and the
university, including:
• granting law library privileges to non
law faculty and students.
• allowing law students to take and count
some graduate credit hours toward the law
degree.
• allowing non-law graduate students to
attend law classes for graduate credit.
Dean Sullivan said yesterday that he has
“no complaints” about the task force report.
“ I think they did a good job,” he said.

Osterheld also agreed that the retiree
should be replaced. However, he took issue
with the recommendation that inorganic
chemistry should be restricted to under
graduate teaching.
Geology
The task force report on the UM geology
department recommended that no cuts be
made in department faculty.
Calling the geology department “proba
bly the best comprehensive, field-driented
program in the nation,” the report said that
any cut in untenured faculty "would do
irreparable harm and would destroy the
comprehensive nature of the program in
Geology."
Bilderback said the same would hold true
if any tenured faculty members were cut.
The report gave the current studentfaculty ratio as 16:1 and proposed a
"weighted ratio" of 19.9:1.

Fine Arts:
Art, Drama and Dance, Music
Task force chairman: Ray Hart,
professor of religious studies
The fine arts task force report finds "it is
unrealistic to expect an arts program of
quality will ever come up to a 19:1 ratio.”
The task force report began with a sixpage statement on general observations
about the school.
The report said it recognizes the need for
one-to-one instruction in the many perfor
mance areas in the school. The report does
not criticize this, but stresses that too much
emphasis on performance skills has drawn
the fine arts major away from classes in arts
history and criticism.
In addition, the report questions whether
the school is "integral.”

Social and Behavioral
Sciences A:
Anthropology, Geography,
Health, and P h y s ic a l
Education, Psychology
Task force chairman: William L.
McBroom, associate professor of
sociology
Anthropology
The task force re p o rt on the
Anthropology department did not answer
or apply itself to determining whether
faculty members should be cut. increased,
or maintained at the current number.
Rather, the task force concentrated on
the weaknesses and strengths of the
department's curriculum , graduate
program , undergraduate program ,
students, research, services and centrality
to the UM.
The six-page report declared that they
found it “difficultto bring the Anthropology
Department into sharp focus.” and that the
“goals of the department are not at all clear
to the task force."

— OPEN—
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Beginning with the art department, an 18page report says to eliminate the depart
ment is “inconceivable." The report sug
gests adding an instructor in art
education/photography and supports addi
tional funding for the Gallery of Visual Arts.
However, the report stresses that the art
department is already close to the 19:1 ratio
with 18.4:1.
Chairman of the art department, Lau
rence Karasek, said Wednesday that some
of the information came from a report done
by an accrediting consultant. This report
was to be for internal use only, he said. The
consultant, he continued, is now writing to
the dean of the department, Robert Kiley,
asking that the report not be used in the
task force findings. Using the report is,
Karasek said, a "misuse of information."
Music
Commenting on the status of the depart
ment, the 12-page report finds that more
In the graduate program, the report
pointed out that half the students are here
for archeology while only 2V4 faculty
members are archeologists.
The report also said there are too many
specialized courses at the upper division
level, and that the program is experiencing
a severe enrollment decline and has not
come to grips with it.
In a nine-page reply to the report,
Katherine Weist, anthropology department
chairman, said that an imbalance between
faculty specialization and student interest
exists “is not a completely accurate
statement."
Weist said that another anthropology
professor teaches archeology: she also
said she hopes to hire a research assistant
fo r this area "to c o o rd in a te an
archeological program."
Geography
The task force report on the geography
department recommended that one faculty
member should be added to the staff.
In its 14-page report, the task force said
that "if the department were to lose a single
faculty member, it would jeopardize not
only the Planning M.S. (a graduate program

general courses in music could be offered
through a change in faculty lines. To
eliminate the department is, again, "incon
ceivable." If faculty were to be added, the
first priority would be a violinist, the report
states.
And If the department must reduce
/acuity, instructional and performance
specialties could be cut, the report con
cludes. The ratio for the department is 6,5:1.
Donald Simmons, chairman of the music
department, said Wednesday that he has
“no serious objections to the report as a
whole." Simmons added that he has given
the Academic Program Review and Plan
ning Committee additional information
showing that more non-majors are enrolled
in music courses than what the report
shows.
Drama/Dance
The 10-page report on the drama/dance
department begins with the option of
offered by the geography department) but
all departmental programs."
The report pointed out that the Montana
Constitution calls for a land planner in each
county and that the department instituted a
graduate program in this, field without
increasing the faculty. UM administration
had promised the department an additional
faculty member for this program.
Thus, the report emphasized, "the admin
istration should honor its written commit
ment to an overworked faculty to expand
their numbers."
The student-faculty ratio for geography
was listed as 19.6:1 by the report.
Weaknesses noted by the report in the
geography department include too much
emphasis on the graduate program and
inadequate graduate teaching assistants in
that program.
In response, Harold Bockemuehl. geo
graphy department chairman, agreed with
the report in general.
He added that UM President Richard
Bowers has assured him that the adminis
tration will honor its promise and add a
faculty member for land planning.

maintaining the status quo. Apart from
needing a costumer, the report states that
the present staff "seems capable of han
dling” the program.
James Kriley, chairman of the drama/dance department, said the report is “loose
and subjective." If the drama department
does not get a costumer, “we may be
realistically looking at accreditation prob
lems," he said. He also added that the ratio
for the department is closer to 15:1 this year
than the 9.9:1 the report lists from last year.
Ronald Erickson, a member of the task
force and chemistry professor, responded
to Karasek's criticisms by saying that the
task force asked for the best and most
recent data on the art department, and the
accreditation report was the best source.
He added that the task force was never told
not to use the report. He also sai0 that he
would not apologize for the subjectivity of
the drama/dance report.
Health and Physical Education
The task force on health and physical
education recommended transferring the
department to the School of Education, but
called for no cuts in faculty.
HPE was characterized in the report as "a
divided and embittered department”
because of friction between the
"academics" and the coaches.
The academics “feel that coaches (and
some regular faculty as well) compromise
the academic quality of the department,"
the report states, “and the coaches feel like
second-class citizens" because "they do
not have an adequate hand in the
department's decision-making."
John Dayries, chairman of HPE, said
there is a weakness in undergraduate
teaching and said it would require either
“extra effort on the part of some faculty” or
a “virtually complete reorganization of
faculty approach course content.
The report found an "exceedingly low
publication record for most faculty in the
department, but praised HPE for “broad
participation in the community and state
athletic and physical education service.’’
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Psychology
The psychology department lacks the
faculty needed to cover the breadth of the
field, according to the task force report. At
the same time, the task force recommends
the department "act with all due speed to
implement a school psychologist’s master's
program."
The nine-page report notes as strengths
in the department a curriculum that is
“more extensive, academic and experimen
tally oriented than other psychology
currioulum in the state;” high service
function on campus; involvement of

The report lists the student-faculty ratio
at 19.9:1.
Despite a "plainly inadequate" travel
budget, the department has worked with
the local school district, assisted the Red
Cross, established a swimming program for
the handicapped and conducted numerous
coaching clinics around the state, the
report said.
The eight-page report concluded that
HPE “badly needs some administrative
reorganization" because of the conflicts
within the department, weak un
dergraduate teaching, and lack of research.

classified ads

2. PERSONAL

ROAST TURKEY DINNER. Saturday night at the
Gilded Lily, 516 South Higgins.
20-1
WANTED: CUSTOMERS willing to save a few pesos.
TACO JOHN TACORIFFIC 35C sale — Oct 29.
1977.
20-1
SEAFOOD CREPES tonight at the Gilded Lily. 515
South Higgins
- 20-1
DANNY M'BOY: Good morning! I miss you. Let's get
together and argue.
20-1
OMELETTES WITH cheese, ham, sprouts, toma
toes. bacon, mushrooms, cottage cheese, chill,
onion, sausage, green pepper, etc. In other words,
if we have it around, we'll throw it in your
omelette—$1.35 plus 20C per ingredient. OLD
TOWN CAFE. 127 Alder.
20-1
HOTCAKES WITH yogurt and whipped cream!?
OLD TOWN CAFE. 127 Alder. The place for
breakfast seven days a week.
20-1
CROW RESERVATION, rural-based adult college
offering teaching Internships. Apply now for
winter and spring term placement. Call Continu
ing Education. 243-2900, Tim Welsh.
20-1
ALL LIBERAL ARTS GRADS: ATTENTION. PEACE
CORPS WANTS YOU! Projects starting this
summer will take grads in any major if you are
interested in receiving training in the fields of
agriculture, education, health, construction. See
Reps: University Center, Next Week.
20-1
ACE SAYS HAPPY BIRTHDAY CHAMP!

20-1

ing students for study in London and Avignon for
Spring Quarter. 107 Main Hall, 243-2900. 18-3

IBM SELECTRIC — Fast — 243-5533 or 549-3806.
13-30

GAY MALES TOGETHER. Referral services. Call
Women’s Resource Center or Crisis Center.
18-8

FOR SALE Jeep CJ-7 '76. V-8 standard. 19.000
miles. $4250. 549-2592.
17-4

EXPERT TYPING — Doctorates, Masters. MSS.
Mary Wilson, 543-6515.
13-16

HARPSICHORD for sale, single-manual 8 x 9. 54917-4
5569.

’74 FIAT SPORTS COUPE, AM-FM radio, vinyl-roof.
Michelln tires, $2,500. 549-2932 after 5 p.m.

IBM EXECUTIVE. 549-8604.

6-15

SKI BOOTS: Men's size 9. 728-0588

UNPLANNED PREGNANCY OPTIONS. Call Marie
Kuffel 728-3820, 728-3845, or 549-7221.
13-29

THESIS TYPING SERVICE 549-7958.

1-75

ASUM XMAS CHARTER flight 1977 to New York or
Chicago. For information call 243-2451.
13-8

SECRETARIAL EXPERIENCE — Electric, accurate,
542-2435.
'
1-20

FOR SALE: Wdmen's size M down ski coat. Worn 2
seasons, excellent condition, $25. 243-5623 days
or 728-3666 eve.
16-3

THE FRONT ST. COFFEE HOUSE.

11-10

NEED RIDE for one to Helena before Friday at 5:00.
Call 549-3683, ask for Jan. Will help with gas.

4. HELP WANTED

OLDER STUDENT needs ride to and from University
from South 13th. Phone 549-2716, Marie. 19-6

WANTED: Work-study eligible typist, 2 hours a day.
Contact Student Bar Association, John Maynard
or Howard ToOle. 243-4553 or 243-4642.
19-4
7. SERVICES

COLLEGIATE RESEARCH PAPERS. Thousands on
file. All academic subjects. Send $1.00 for mail
order catalog. Box 25918-Z, Los Angeles, Calif.
90025. (213) 477-8474.
1-30
WOMEN'S PLACE — Health, Education and Coun
seling. Abortion, birth control, pregnancy. V.D.,
rape relief, counseling for battered women. Mon.FrL. 2-8 p.m. 543-7606.
2-110

EXPERIENCED TYPING. Papers. Theses. 549-8664.
19-23

SALE PRICES on discontinued kits like these:
• Down Sleeping Bags — $68.30
• Polarguard Sleeping Bags — $25
• Down Vests — $18
• Many other items. Booties to Down Jackets,
discounted 10%—15%. Check our discontinued
items and save $$$! Bernina Sewing Center, 148
South Ave. W.
19-3
SPRING QUARTER in Spain? U.
M.sponsored
program of study in Salamanca now accepting
applications. Minimum requirement Spanish 103
or equivalent. Oontact Prof. David Loughran, L.A.
317. Deadline Nov. 3.
17-4

IF YOU have any over-due library books from
Woman's Resource Center, please return. 16-5
THE CENTER FOR Continuing Education is recruit-

20-1

NEED RIDE to Shelby Friday, Oct. 28th — return
Sunday. 243-2485, Kari.
19-2

NEEDED: Space for 2 going to Cat-Grizzly game.
Leave Friday afternoon return Sunday afternoon.
Will share gas. 543-6464.
18-3

17-4

FOR SALE: 2 new 6.50x13" snow tfras. Includes one
wheel. Asking $30. Call 243-6760 days. Ask for
Vicki.
18-3
NYLON ORIENTALS. 6’9"|$79.95. Gerhardt Floors.
1358% W. Broadway.
17-4
CARPET SAMPLES — 25C — 75C— $1.00 each. 27"
x 54" bound all four sides, $6.95 each. Small and
large Carpet Remn’ts 50% off. GERHARDT
FLOORS. Since 1946 —1358%W. Broadway, 5422243.
13-8
J. GEILS Band concert tickets (Oct. 30th) on sale at
Memory Banke, 140 East Broadway.
13-8

NEED RIDE to Bozeman for two. Can leave anytime
after 1:00. Please call 542-0522 early mornings or
eves. Will help with gas.
18.3

12. AUTOMOTIVE

NEED RIDE AS CLOSE TO Miami as possible for
Christmas. Share gas. Call after 2:00. 243-4568.
18-4

77 AUDI FOX, still under warranty, sunroof, 4speed, 30 mph, 15,000 miles, perfect condition,
$5,600, 542-2038 evenings.
18-5

FOR SALE: '66 Buick LeSabre, V-8, auto., runs well,
$450.00 or ? 728-2033.
19-2

16. WANTED TO RENT

YOUNG, RESPONSIBLE student couple needs a
place to park our bus-camper for school-year.
Good neighbors or caretakers. Write P.O. Box
9103, Missoula.
20-5
16. ROOMMATES NEEDED

TO SHARE: Nice house near U. $62/mo , %util.. 336
Madison or 728-7772.
19-2
25-YR.-OLD WORKING MALE looking to share
house or apt. Ron, 549-6076.
18-3
SHARE a 3-Bdrm house with two graduate students
at 630 North Ave. E. $110/mo. plus utilities.
Fireplace. 728-2362.
17-4
21. HOMES FOR SALE
BY OWNER. 1 + 2 bedrooms, garage. Assume low
interest loan. See at 733 So. 6th West. 549-8775
after 5:30.
9-12
22. REAL ESTATE
NEAR SEELEY LAKE — 2 acre wooded lot.
$6,500.00. low down. 728-1248.
19-2

11. FOR SALE

CHEAP J. GEILS TICKETS: $10/for two. Bring
money to Kaimin-Business office. J206A. 20-1
WOMEN'S SIZE 6% Bass Hiking boots. Excellent
condition, call 728-6994 after 3.
19-2

HALLOWEEN SALE — University Center Mall.
Friday. October 27, 8:00-5:00 Low prices! 19-2

REWARD OFFERED for return of 3x5 black & white
poster of Charle Chaplin and the Kid stolen Oct.
21. Call 728-7181.
17-4

9. TRANSPORTATION

TROUBLED? LONELY? For private completely
confidential listening. STUDENT WALK-IN. Stu
dent Health Service building. Southeast entrance.
Days, 12-5. Evenings, 8-12 p.m.
6-36

PAST SEARCHERS & KAY SAGMILLER'S
FRIENDS: Costume party, Saturday-29th, 8:00.
My Place (93 Strip)-Buy drinks there — Live Band.
The Party of the Year. Questions? Call 728-8159.
__________________________________ 19-2

CAMPUS WELCOME COUPON HOLDERS: 5 of the
coupons expire Oct. 31. You’ll be missing a good
thing if you don't use them.
17-4

The report states that a two-year school
psychologist program at the master level
"sounds almost ready to go. only awaiting
administrative support," but adds that there
is little interest in the department for
pursuing the issue despite the clear need
for the program."
Berger denied that his. department is
complacent about future development and
said the department has already initiated
the school psychology program on a
limited basis.
"The limitations are imposed by a lack of
resources,” Berger said.
A

LARGE TRAVELLING DOG KENNEL $30; Car-roof
luggage rack $20. Call Diane. 549-4447.
19-2

THANKS TO the person who took our cat to the
Animal Shelter. Barry & Vickie.
20-1
NEEDED: EXPERIENCED nose-piercer, 258-6030.
19-2

students at undergraduate levels; a wide
range of course offerings; rigorous evalua
tion of faculty, and student involvement in
departmental affairs. The student-faculty
ratio given by the report is 16.8:1.
As a weakness the report noted that the
curriculum is "described as boring and
outdated by recent Ph.D. graduates.”
The Department of Psychology cannot
cover all areas with only 19 faculty
members, Berger said.
The task force "sensed” that the psy
chology department “is complacent about
its future development."

LIKE-NEW ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER, with cover.
$199, call 549-4700.
19-2

1977 ASUM Charter Flight
To Chicago $169.97 — To New York $185.40
Round Trip

Leaves Dec. 17, Returns Jan. 2
via United Airlines
Required: $100 deposit, Balance due Nov. 18th
To sign up:

A SU M A cco u n tin g O ffice
8-10 a.m. Checks Only
N orthw est Travel Service
All Day. Checks or Cash

More info.: ASUM 243-2451
or Northwest Travel 721-2600

Top Sirloin...................... 4.95

New York Steak..........4.95
Teriyaki Steak.............. 4.95
Tenderloin...................... 4.95

Beef Sirloin Kebob
4.95
Prime Rib, Au Jus........ 4.95
Jumbo Prawns............... 4.95

Western Oysters.......... 3.95
Fried Chicken................ 3.50
Chopped Sirloin Steak .3.50

LARGE
SELECTION

M o n t M in e r S iz e C u ts

Confused?
Come to the
Student WALK-IN

Top Sirloin - Prime Rib...6.75
T-Bone....................
6.95
Steak & Lobster............6.95
Steak & Prawns............6.95

C onfidential Listening
9 to 5 Weekdays
8 to 12 every Nite
Special Entrance at
the SE End of Health Service

OF
HIKER II
“ Professionally designed
and carefully constructed
for mountaineering, climb
ing and hiking w ith heavy
packs ef ever 25 pounds.

BO O TS
IN LOTS OF

SIZES

•Not All Sizes In All Widths

RED W IN G
SH O E STO RE

Steak House &Lounge

‘ SIZES 6 lo 16

624 $. HIGGINS

S r *
WIDTHS 6 4 TO EEEI

MISSOULA, MONTANA

5444171

